
Skier/ Boarder Ability Level Descriptions 
It is very important to identify the correct ability level for each student. Please read the following information to 
help place your student. In general, we recommend students move up one level each program year. We also 
recommend first year students start with skiing, as it is easier to pick up.  
 
SKIERS 
Never Ever (or 1st year):  Student has never skied or taken a class in skiing, or has minimal skiing 
experience. 
 

Beginner (generally 2nd year):  Student is able to ride the lift safely & ski using a wedge turn on the easiest 
green runs, staying in control. Student is able to STOP when they want and make a wedge turn. 
 

Intermediate (3rd year):  Student can make wedge turns to both the right and left. Student is able to control 
their speed on all green runs and easy blue runs. Student is beginning to flow their skis to a parallel stance 
while traversing across the hill. 
 

Advanced (4th year):  Student can make Wedge Christy or parallel turns on all green and blue terrain.  
 

Freestyle (usually 4th- 5th year):  Student can make Wedge Christy or parallel turns on all green and blue 
terrain, and is able to ski the easiest black runs with speed control. Student has a desire to ski the steeps & 
learn freestyle tricks and features, like jumps, boxes and rails. 
 
SNOWBOARDERS 
Never Ever (or 1st year):  Student has never snowboarded or taken a class in snowboarding, or has minimal 
boarding experience. 
 

Beginner (generally 2nd year):  Student is able to ride the lift safely & snowboard using the falling leaf on at 
least one edge, on the easiest green runs. Student is able to STOP when they want. 
 

Intermediate (3rd year):  Student can ride with speed control on all green and easy blue runs. Student can 
ride using the falling leaf on both the toe-side and heel-side edges. Student may be beginning to link turns 
across the fall line. 
 

Advanced (4th year):  Student can link turns on all green and most blue terrain. Student is able to control their 
speed and stop when they want on all green and blue runs. 
 

Freestyle (usually 4th- 5th year):  Student can link turns on all green and most blue terrain. Student is able to 
control their speed and stop on all green, blue and easy black runs. Student has a desire to ride the steeps & 
learn freestyle tricks and features, like jumps, boxes and rails. 
 

 


